1. Co-movement now looks better and more believable in Fig. 3a and sup videos 3-4. I appreciate the effort to make better movies. 2. Looks much better. 3. OK 4. OK 5A. New movies look much better 5B. OK 6. Not focusing on transcription spot... ok 7. OK, processing fine. 8.OK, nucleolar signal low Fig. 2b and S2 now changed 9. Fig 2 subpanels still would be nice to show gray scale and then merge (perhaps with specific spots highlighted). Grayscale has the most contrast for the eye and is fairest. 10. OK, nice to mention that background may vary from one cell type to another. 11. I like the separate distributions for background. OK 12. OK 13. OK Reviewer #3 (Remarks to the Author):
This study describes the development of a stable Mango II tag comprising three stem-modified Mango II aptamers. An M2x24 tag (containing 24 copies of the Mango II aptamer) was characterized in single molecule imaging, cellular localization, and super-resolution imaging in comparison to the MS2x24 tag that uses MCP-EGFP. A stand-out feature of the work is the variety of imaging experiments that address specific applications (single molecule imaging, cellular localization, super-resolution imaging) and known issues (cellular localization and translation). Several methodological advancements were required to use the M2x24 tag, such as low TO1-biotin concentration and aqueous imaging buffer. With the revisions to address prior reviewer critiques the results presented are of good quality and will be of high interest to the imaging field as well as to the fields of RNA biology and synthetic biology / chemical biology.
